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Abstract 
In this paper, we consider two spanning tree games played on the complete graph of order n. 
We also consider the connection between biased games and non-biased games. 
1. Introduction 
Let X be a finite set and Yf  = {At,A,, . . . . .  A,,} be a family ofsubsets of X. We say 
that the pair (~ ,  X) is a hypergraph. Each A ~ ~ is called an edge of ~'f, and X is the 
vertex set of ,g.  We assume that '~ X = Ui t Ai. 
Given such X and ~ as above, we can define several games on X as follows: 
(1) [r,s: t]-oame: Two players, maker and breaker, alternately take previously 
untaken vertices of X, with the breaker going first, such that the breaker takes 
r vertices per move and the maker takes vertices per move. The game continues until 
all the vertices of X have been taken. Iftbe breaker (or maker) is the last player and the 
remaining vertices in X are fewer than r (or s), then he takes all of them. The maker's 
goal is to take a subset of X containing at least t pairwise disjoint edges of ~ .  The 
breaker's goal, on the other hand, is to prevent the maker from achieving his goal. The 
player who achieves his goal is the winner. If the maker has a winning strategy for the 
[r,s, 0-game, then we say that :~  is [r,s; tJ-achiecable, or o~ is [r, s; t'l, for short. 
(2) [r, s; t]-avoidance game: This is a counterpart of the Jr, s; t]-game. Two players, 
antimaker and antibreaker, alternately take previously untaken vertices of X, with the 
antibreaker going first, such that the antibreaker takes r vertices per move and the 
antimaker takes s vertices per move. The game continues until all the vertices of 
X have been taken. If the antibreaker (or antimaker) is the last player and the 
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remaining vertices in X are fewer than r (or s), then he takes all of them. The 
antimaker's goal here is to avoid achieving a subset of X containing t pairwise disjoint 
e~ges of ~ and the antibreaker's goal is to force the antimaker to achieve such 
a subset. If ti.~ antibreaker has a winning strategy for the l,r, s; t]-avoidance game, 
then we say that J~' is I'r,s; t]-unavoidable. 
Remark !. Of course, the [r,s; t] and It, s; t]-avoidance games on ~ are equivalent to 
the corresponding [r,s; l]-games on the hypergraph (~ ' ,X ) ,  whose edges are all 
unions oft  pairwis¢ disjoint edges o f~.  Nonetheless, we consider the present usage is 
more natural. 
Remark 2. It is easy to see (as in the "strategy-stealing" argument) that if .g  is 
[r, s; t]-achievable, then the maker also wins if we modify the rules to allow the maker 
to take at most r but not 0 vertices per move, and the breaker at most s but not 
0 vertices per move. 
1 (3) [r,s; e, ~]-yame: Given ~ > ~ > 0, two players, ! and Ii, alternately take pre- 
viously untaken vertices of X, with ! playing first such that he takes r vertices per 
move and ll takes s vertices per move. The game continues until all the vertices of 
X have bccn taken. If I (or I I) is the last player and the remaining vertices in X are 
fewer than r (or s), then he takes all of them. We say ! wins the game if there exists an 
A e .~ such that ! has taken at least (1 - ~)iA I vertices of A. Otherwise, he is the loser. 
(Note that here the "maker" is player !.) If r = s = 1, then we just write l,e,.~'], for 
short. 
(4) l,r,s; ~, 2~]-avoidance game: This is the counterpart of (3). In this game, ! again 
plays first and his goal is to take fewer than (1 - ~)1A Ivertices A for each A E ~.  Once 
again, we call this l ,t ,~]-avoidance game if r = s = 1. 
In the [r,s; t]-game, if r = s, the game is caUcd an unbiased game, otherwise, it is 
called biased. The concept of biased games was introduced by Chvfital and Erd6s [6]. 
Two general problems of interest arc: 
(1) For a given J¢', find (estimate) the maximum t for which ~ is [!, 1; t]. 
(2) For a given ~' ,  find (estimate) the maximum r for which .~ is [r, 1~ 1]. 
One can also raise similar problems for the avoidance games. We sha!l consider 
a special case of problem (1) in Section 2, and ~lere we give an answer to the following 
problem. 
(3) Find the maximum valuef(r) such that if ~¢' is [r, 1; 1], then ~ is l,l, l ;f(r)]. 
Theorem I. fir) = [ r / 2 7, where rx-] denotes the least integer not less than x. 
Proof. We prove fir)>~ [r/2] first. In other words, we shall prove the following 
statement: if ~ is [r, 1; 1], then it is [l,  l;rr/2"]]. 
By Remark 2 above, we only nccd to consider the case r = 2k - 1 for some positive 
integer k, that is, we must shrew that if ~ is~ 1,2k - 1,1; 1], then it is also [1,1; k]. 
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We now consider the [l, 1; k]-game, and denote the maker’s [k(i - 1) + 11th 
through (ki)th moves by y!“, . . . , I , y!“’ the breaker’s moves are denot simply by 
X1,X2, . . . . 
The maker’s trategy is just this: for the move y?’ he pretends (again usin 
2) that he is playing the “modified” [2k - 1,l; II-game Gj in which his op~nent may 
take 2k - 1 or fewer but not 0 vertices per move. 
,..., y:“‘,y’d’,..., yp,yy 
y!:‘-“i, and he chooses his ith move in 
4”” in the real [ 1,l; k]-game, accordingly. Thus yy ‘, yy’, . . . , 
gj, which is 
is a sequence of moves 
chose cording to a winning strategy for in some [2k - 1.1; I]-game 
Gj on and so {#,y!/‘, . . . ) contains an 
On other hand, we give an the 
family of r + 1 singletons. Then hat 
f(r) = P/21. ~7 
rk 3. If we instead efined [r,s: t]-games to have the maker going first, t 
ity corresponding to f (r) would be 1 for all r, as is easily seen by takin 
consist of all sets containing some fixed element of X. 
The following theorem is very useful, although we do not need it in this paper. 
T m2[4]. lfi>E>Oand 
A;S(2(1 -&)‘-6&~)-‘*4’<~, 
2(1 -&) 
then II has a winning strategy for the [E, 
]-avoidance game, we have a similar result. 
em 3 (Lu [9, lo]). if f > E > 0,1X1 is even, and 
J* (2( 1 - E)’ -,,)-‘a a 1 , 
then I has a winning strategy for the [c, ]-avoidance game. 
We discuss two spanning tree games played on K,, the complete graph of order n. 
For undefined graph terminology, see, for example, [S]. For more games of this type, 
see [l-4,6,9-11]. 
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Let ~ = {F.,Fz .... } be a family of graphs, and G be a graph of o~'der n. Let ~a be 
the family of all those subgraphs G* of G such that G* is isomorphic to some F ~ ~'. 
Let X = E(G) be our game board. A winning set is an edge set A __q E such that 
G(A) ~ :~a, where G(A) is the subgraph of G induced by A. If we let ~(G,~' )  be the 
family of all such winning sets A, then we have the corresponding It, s; t"1-achievement 
game and 1,r,s; t'l-avoidanee game. We say ~ is Jr, s; t] on G if Y f (G,~)  is It, s; t'l. 
Similarly, we say that ~ is It, s; t]-unavoidable on G if ~(G,~' )  is. 
Let V = V(K,) be the vertex set of K., and 3., be the set ofall spanning trees of K,. 
For A _~ V, let ,4 = V - A, and [,L/l ' l  = {.,cylx ~ A, y E/1}. 
2.1. The achievement game 
Theorem 4o J~ is [l . l ;[ 'n/4"]] on K.. 
To prove Theorem 4, we need the follow;ng two well-known results. The first one is 
due to Lov/isz 1,8]. 
Theorem 5. A graph o.f order n can be covered b:, r n/21 edc, le-disjoint paths and cycles. 
Corollary !. K2k can be covered by k edge-disjoim Hamihonian paths and K:h + l by 
k Hamilton cycles. 
Corollary 2. K~ has r n/2] edge-disjoint Hamiltonian paths. 
The next result is due to Lehman 171. Let G = (V, E) be a multigraph, 3.a be the set 
of all spanning trees of G. Lehman proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 6. 3.a is 1,1,1; 1] if and only if G has two edge-disjoint spanning trees. 
Proof of Theorem 4. By Coro!!ary 2, K, hasl'n/2-1 edge-disjoint Hamiltonian paths, 
which are, in particular, spanning trees of K~. Let P,, Pz . . . . .  Pt~/zl be such a family of 
[n/2] paths. Let Gi ~- Pz~-luP,~ for i = 1,2 ... . .  [n/4]. Then by Theorem 6, each 
Jc;, is [1,1; 11 since G~ has two edge-disjoint spanning trees, in other words, the maker 
can obtain a spanning tree on each G~, thus [n/4] edge-disjoint spanning trees in total. 
Therefore, the maker can use the following explicit winning strategy. Before the game, 
he finds In/4] edge-disjoint subgraphs GI . . . . .  Gt,/, q. Now, the original game is 
divided into [n/4"l sub-games, In each sub-game, he has a winning strategy as in [7.1, 
and he may continue these as above to win the full game. Thus 3-. is [l,  !; [n/4]]. [] 
This result is the best possible since it is impossible to obtain [n/4"l + I eclge- 
disjoint spanning trees, and it is the first nontrivial hypergraph for which we know the 
exact maximum t for which the hypergraph is CI, 1; q. 
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2.2. The avoidance game 
In this subsection, we consider the avoidance game for the spanning tree problem. 
We are going to show the following result. 
Theorem 7. Given any 1 > tl > O, there exists an N = N(t/), such that if n >>, N, then 
1 J'-, is El, 1; [~(1 - ~l)n]]-unavoidable on K,. 
To prove this theorem, we need a result from graph theory. 
Let G = (V,E) be a multigraph and let P be a partition of V into p nonempty 
~:~bsets Vi ..... Vp. Let e(G) = [E[ for any graph G. Put IPI = P and denote by G[ P the 
multigraph of order p obt ,incd from G by contracting each Vi into a vertex t,~. (We 
delete all those edges with both ends in V~ for each i and keep all other edges. Thus 
G [ P is loopless.) We use t~ to denote [ V~[. If G contains k edge-disjoint spanning trees, 
then clearly 
e(GI P) >/k(p - 1) = k(IP[ - i). 
Tutte and Nash-Williams proved the converse is also true. 
Theorem 8 (Nash-Williams [12] and Tutte [13]). Let G be a loopless multigraph such 
that e(G] P)/> k(lP[ - l) for every partition P of V. Then G contains k edge-disjoint 
,spanning trees. 
Let V = V(K.)and 
.~ = {[A,A]]0 # A = V}. 
1 Lemma I. Given ~ > e. > O, there exists an N = N(E) such that, if n >1 N, then l has 
a winning strategy for the [,,:Yf]-avoidanee game. 
Proof. By Theorem 3, we only need to show that 
where 
c = 2(I - ~)~t -a~c > 1, 
and this can be verified quite easily. I-1 
Remark 4. In the proof of Lemma 1, we have not mentioned the parity of [ X I = (g). It 
is easy to see that this does not invalidate the proof since I. --* 0. For a detailed 
remark, see [11, Remark 9, p. 42]. 
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Proof of Theorem 7. Let ~ ~= ½(! - n.). We assume n I> N, where N is defined in 
Lemma 1. By Lemma 1, the antibreaker as the first piayer has a winning strategy for 
the I~:,,~]-avoidancc game. We claim that this is also a winning strategy for the 
I-l,1; [(t/2)n']]-avoidance game for 6r~. Let Vsu ... uVk = V be a partition P of 
V ~- V(K,).  We want to show that (M is the ai~timaker's final graph, the subgraph of 
K, induced by all edges taken by the antimaker) 
e(MlP )>~[2(k - l )n ] .  
We may assume that k ~> 2. In the graph M I P, we have d(v~) ~ tt~(n - t~), by Lemma 
1, where d(v~) denotes the degree of v~ in M I P. So 
1 ~ 
e(MI P) =- - ~ d(v~) 
2~=1 
- 
If/c is fixed, le t f ( t i  . . . . .  th) = n z - ~I= ! t~. Subject o ~I= i h = n, then 
f ( t l  . . . . .  t~) ~f( l  ... . .  1,n - k + !) 
= (k - l)(2n - k), 
and hence 
e(MI P) ~ 2 (k - l)(2n - k) 
~(k- Dn 
I 
= 7,0 - n)(k - Dn. 
By Theorem 8, M has at least [(e/2)n'l -- [¼(1 - ~/)n] edge-disjoint spanning trees. 
Thus we proved that ,~'. is [1,1:[¼(1 - P/)n]]-unavoidahle. 17 
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